# INDEX

Aberration, 91  
Absolute orientation, 130  
Accuracy, azimuth, 21  
position of intersection, 21  
Adjustment of closure, bridging, 134  
Aerial costs, 142  
Aerial photography, 115  
Aerial survey, 115  
Air speed, 57  
Air station, 123  
Air-base, 57  
Air-mapping subdivisions, 119  
Anaglyph, multiplex, 126, 131  
Analytical method, azimuth and depression angles, 16  
Andrews, G. S., 91  
Angle, measurement of, 140  
Anharmonic ratios, 4  
Anharmonic rectifier, 112, 113, 152  
Astronomic control, 108  
Automatic plotting machines, 123  
Azimuth and depression, analytic method, 16  
ground-survey photographs, 22  
obliques, 10  
Azimuth grid, 19  
rectangular, 19  
Azimuth lines, 20  
Azimuth, precision of, 21  

Bagley, J. W., 100  
Bassel plane, 123  
Base check, 93  
Base-line, 57  
Base-lining, 57  
ZD-15, 80  
Base map, 118  
Bausch and Lomb multiplex, 131  
Binocular vision, 62  
Biprojective correspondence, 125  
Bridging, 124  
Block adjustment, 101  
Brock system, 123, 141  
Burns, E. L. M., 120  
Burns plotter, 17  

Camera and helio, 160  
Casella Ltd., 102  
Chapman, V. J., 118  
Chauvenet’s criterion, 107  
Chicago Aerial Survey Co., 92  
Check for, 166  
Checks, interpretation, 152  
Churches, 154  
Civil and military mapping, 120, 148  
Classification, air photographs, 7  
Closure in bridging, 134  
Collier, 101  

Colour code, 150  
Comparative precision, plotters, 87, 140, 172  
Compilation preparation for camera, 155  
topographic, 159  
Contour interval, 141, 144, 172  
Contour precision, 141, 144  
Contouring, 74  
Control, 30, 106, 119, 149, 152  
Coplanar cross-arms, 80, 128  
Correction, parallax, 72, 73  
special, 139  
Corresponding rays, 124  
Cost of air survey, factors, 142  
Coverage, 6 in. wide angle, 147  
Crab, 57  
Crone construction, 11  
Crone modification, 14  
Crone, use with perspective grid, 30  
Cross-arms, for observation of K, 79, 128, 131  
Cross-tilt, 139  
Curvature and refraction, 9  

Datum point, 72  
Depression angle, 2, 10  
Depression line, 119  
Diapositive printer, 131  
Dip of horizon, 8  
Displacement, definition, xvi  
Distortion, xvi, 91, 124, 132  
Double 60% overlap, 146  

Eden, T. A., 108  
Edge intensity, 132  
Elevation displacement, 4, 37, 98, 122  
Enamel paper, 160  
Engineer intelligence, 53  
Enlargements, 89, 142  
Epidiascope, 2, 109  
Epipolar plane, 123  
Error, adjustment for angular, of tilt and relief, 100  
observational and other, parallax, 85  
parallax bar heighting, 86  
slotted temple, formula, 105  
Extension, 134  

Fair-drawing, 119, 161  
subdivisions of, 162  
Ferro-prussiates, 160  
Filter, multiplex, 131  
Fine lines, reproduction from, 163  
Floating marks, 65, 67, 130  
Focal length, adjustment for, 18, 133  
Focal length, effect of, on model, 87  
Focal-plane shutter, 53  
Forestry interpretation, 118
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Lettering, 161
Letterpress, 161
Limitations of photogrammetric methods, 90
Low obliques, 7
Magnification, effect on parallax readings, 87
Map, definition, 115
Maps and surveys, 115
Maps, civil and military, 120, 148
Marking up, 150
Mechanical considerations, plotters, 126
Mechanical triangulators, 102
Meuser, H. L., 118
Minor control plot, 148
Minor control point check, 94
Mistakes, 148
Multiplex, 131, 172

Needle pricks, 93

Oblique analyser, 49
Oblique plotting instruments, 17
Obliques, 7
summary of uses of, 54
Observational errors, 85
Optical train, multiplex, 131
Optical wedge, 132
Optimum scale, 144
Orientation, 127
absolute, 130
relative, 127

Paper, enamel, 160
Parallax, 58
and elevation, 71
bar, 66, 67, 141
tabulation, 70
-y, see K
Penns, use and care of, 163
Perspective, 1
centre, 2
grid, 23
grid formulae, 25
planes, 2
projection on plane of three control points, 99
Photogrammetric factors, heighting, 86
methods, limitations of, 91
Photogrammetry, 1
Photographic data, 6 in. wide angle lens, 147
Photographs, marking, 117
Photography, cartographic, 164
Photo-writing, 120, 161, 165
Plan, definition, 116
Planimetric adjustment, multiplex, 134
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Four-point control, 32
Four-point horizon, 35
Four-point method, 31
Four-point shore-line mapping, 34
Fused cross, 129
Geodetic survey, 116
Geographical Section, General Staff, 121
Geological interpretation, 118
Geology and topography, 118
Glauser parallax bar, 71
Goniometer, 124, 128
Grade finder, 157, 158
Grades, excessive, 157
Grid, azimuth, 19
board, 97
construction, 97
perspective, 23
rectangular, 19
ZD-15, 79
Ground survey photographs, 22
Gruber, O. von, 105, 128
Hart, C. A., 64, 116, 122
Height air-base ratio, 86, 140
Height displacement, 4, 37, 98, 122
Heighting grids, 40
Heighting, standard parallax bar drill, 72
High obliques, 7
Homologous points, 4
Horizon, 3, 7
Crone, 12, 30
incorrect, 16
obliques, 3, 7
Horizontalization, bar, 134
graphical, 135
projector movements, 134
Hotine, M., 116, 120
Hughershoff-Wolf aerocartograph, 141
Hyperfocal distance, 6
Image movement, 91
Inclination of air-base, 77
Instrumental air-base, 135, 127, 130, 140
Intelligence, 118
Interpretation, 117, 149
forest, 118
mapping, 117, 145
military, 117
Intersection locator, spring-loaded, 108
Isocentre, 3
Join, edge, 167
mosaic, 114
strip plots, 153
K (want of correspondence, y-parallax), 59
causes of, 60, 70
measurement of, 79, 80
observation of, 75, 80, 128
removal of, 128
Kelsh, H. T., 106
Kelsh plotter, 127, 173, 174
Kister, 92
INDEX

Planimetric precision, multiplex, 144
Plotting forward oblique strips, 27
Plumb line, 2
Plumb point, 2, 3
Plumb point and isocentre, 4, 93
Porro principle, 124, 132
Position accuracy, intersections, 21
Precision, multiplex, at various scales, 143
relative, 6 in. and 12 in. cones, 87
tereoscopic plotters, 87, 141, 173
Principal axis, 2
Principal plane, 2
Principal plane of lens, 6
Principal point, 2, 93
Principal vertical, 23
Projector, 124, 127
cooling, 133
instruments, 126
lamps, 133
movements, 127
Projectors, large and small, 126, 127
Proof, 164
final, 120
Proof-reading, 120
Proof-reading forms, 166
Publication scale, 145
Pulls, 161
Radar control, adjustment to, 108
mapping, 147
Radial assumption, 93
Radial line plot, 93
Reading parallax bar, 68
Rectification method, 122
limit, 113
Rectifier, anharmonic, 111, 113, 122, 152
Zeiss, 111
Reduction printer, 133
Registration, 164
Rejection of parallax-bar readings, 69
Relief displacement, 98
Rhine tests, 53
River, wide, for control, 83
Royal Canadian Engineers, 121, 148
Ryker stereoscope, 64
Scale, adjustment, 97
and detail, 117
multiples, 143
oblique, 25
parallax, 81
setting, 96, 130
vertical, 81
vertical photograph, 25
Scheimpflug condition, 6, 127
Scribed lines, 93
Seely, C. H., 40
Seely duoscope, 33
Semi-graphic heighting, 37
Separation of tilt and tip, 136
Service Topographique de l'Armée Belge, 48
Shape, change of, with relief, 4, 123
'S'Hertogenbosch tests, 48
Shutter interval, 147
Slotted templet (see also Templet), 101
Small projectors, 127
Sonne camera, 91
Special photography, 146
Speed of aircraft, 57, 91, 147
SP-3 multiplex, 131
Spring-loaded intersection locator, 102, 107
Standard grids, 26
Standard heighting drill, 22
Standard mapping procedure, 148
Stereo-comparagrams, 157
Stereoocomparator, Thompson, 101, 117
Stereocone, 62
adjustment, 149
setting, 89
ZD-15, 78
Strip photography, stereoscopic, 92
Stud, floating, 108
metal, 107
plastic, 107
Subdivisions of air-mapping operation, 119
Survey, analogy to heighting, 83
geodetic, 116
land, 116
lines, shape of, 4
Templet block, laying of, 104
Templet cutter, 102
Templet cutter alignment, 104
Templet, error formula, 105
Templet multiplex, 134
Templet, preparation of, 103
Templet, spring-loaded intersection locator, 108
Templet studs, 107
Thompson stereocomparator, 101, 117
Tilt, 2, 127
absolute, 3
adjustment, 96
axis, 100
constant, 96
correction, 138
fore-and-aft, 3, 77
lateral, 3, 77
relative, 3, 77
Tip, 3, 78, 127
correction curve, 137
equation, 136
Topographic exercise, 155
Topography, 33, 110, 145, 155
Tracing table, 131
Triangle of error, 96
Triangulation, 85
Triangulators, mechanical, 102
U.S.C.E., 66th (Topo) Bnt., 135
U.S. Department of Agriculture templet tests, 107
Vegetation error, 144
Vertical adjustment, 135
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**Verticals, 7, 56**

**Virtual image, 110**

**Voltage regulator, 133**

**Want of correspondence, see K**

**Wedge, optical, 132**

**Wide angle lens, 87, 142**

**Wild, 123, 126, 141, 173**

**Williamson-Ross multiplex, 123, 131, 173**
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**x-axis, 59, 127**

**y-axis, 59, 127**

**y-parallax, see K**

**z-axis, 127**

**Zeiss multiplex, 131**

**Zeiss rectifier, 111**

**Zeiss stereoplanigraph, 123, 141, 173**